We investigate the mass spectra of {Qs}{Q ( ′ ) s} molecular states in the framework of QCD sum rules. The interpolating currents representing the molecular states are proposed. Technically, contributions of the operators up to dimension six are included in operator product expansion (OPE). The masses for various molecular states with {Qs}{Q ( ′ ) s} configurations are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of heavy hadron spectroscopy is experiencing a rapid advancement mainly propelled by the continuous observations of hadronic resonances, for example, X(3872) [1] , Y (3930) [2] , Y (4260) [3] , Z(3930) [4] , X(3940) [5] , Z + (4430) [6] , Z + 1 (4050) [7] , Z + 2 (4250) [7] , Y (4140) [8] etc. (for experimental reviews, e.g., see [9, 10] ), some of which are not easy to accommodate within the quark model picture and may not be conventional charmonium states. Masses for some of these hadrons are very close to the mesonmeson thresholds, for which are interpreted as possible mesonic molecule candidates in [11, 12, 13, 14] . Furthermore, QCD itself does not exclude the existence of molecular states besides conventional mesons and baryons, so studies of molecular states may deepen one's understanding of the strong interaction. On all accounts, it is interesting to investigate mass spectra for the molecular states. However, it is far from clear how to generate hadron masses from first principles in QCD since it is highly noperturbative in the low energy region where futile to attempt perturbative calculations, and then one has to treat a genuinely strong field in nonperturbative methods. Under such a circumstance, one could resort to QCD sum rule [15] (for reviews see [16, 17, 18, 19] and references therein), which is a comprehensive and reliable way for evaluating the nonperturbative effects. The QCD sum rule approach devotes to bridge the gap between the perturbative and nonperturbative sectors by employing the language of dispersion relations. By far, there have been several papers testing some {Qs}{Q ( ′ ) s} states from QCD sum rules, such as works on D * sD * s in [20] and [21] , as well as the one on (Qs) ( * ) (Qs) ( * ) molecular states [22] . Presently, we would like to obtain the spectra for {Qs}{Q ( ′ ) s} molecular states via QCD sum rules.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, QCD sum rules for the molecular states are introduced, and both the phenomenological representation and QCD side are derived, followed by the numerical analysis to extract the hadronic masses and a brief summary in Sec. III.
II. MOLECULAR STATE QCD SUM RULES
The QCD sum rule attempts to link the hadron phenomenology with the interactions of quarks and gluons, which contains three main ingredients: an approximate description of the correlator in terms of intermediate states through the dispersion relation, a description of the same correlator in terms of QCD degrees of freedom via an OPE, and a procedure for matching these two descriptions and extracting the parameters that characterize the hadronic state of interest.
A. interpolating currents
Following the standard scheme [10] , the Qs mesons with J P = 0 − , 1 − , 0 + , and 1 + are named D s , D work, the corresponding configurations for these mesons are represented as (Qs), (Qs) * , (Qs) * 0 , and (Qs) 1 . In full theory, the interpolating currents for these mesons can be found in Refs. [23, 24] . Consequently, the interpolating currents for the related molecular states are constructed in following forms, with for one type of hadrons, and
for another type, where Q and Q ′ denote heavy quarks (Q = Q ′ or Q = Q ′ ), with a and b are color indices.
B. the molecular state QCD sum rule
For the former case, the starting point is the two-point correlator
The correlator can be phenomenologically expressed as a dispersion integral over a physical spectral function
where M H denotes the mass of the hadronic resonance, and λ H gives the coupling of the current to the hadron 0|j|H = λ H . In the OPE side, the correlator can be written in terms of a dispersion relation as
where the spectral density is given by the imaginary part of the correlator
After equating the two sides, assuming quark-hadron duality, and making a Borel transform, the sum rule can be written as
To eliminate the hadronic coupling constant λ H , one reckons the ratio of derivative of the sum rule and itself, and then yields
For the latter case, one starts from the two-point correlator
Lorentz covariance implies that the two-point correlation function can be generally parameterized as
The part of the correlator proportional to g µν will be chosen to extract the mass sum rule here. In phenomenology, Π (1) (q 2 ) can be expressed as a dispersion integral over a physical spectral function
where M H denotes the mass of the hadronic resonance. In the OPE side, Π (1) (q 2 ) can be written in terms of a dispersion relation as
where the spectral density is given by
To eliminate the hadronic coupling constant λ (1) , one reckons the ratio of derivative of the sum rule and itself, and then yields
C. spectral densities
Calculating the OPE side, one works at leading order in α s and considers condensates up to dimension six, utilizing the similar techniques in Refs. [25, 26] . The s quark is dealt as a light one and the diagrams are considered up to order m 2 s . To keep the heavy-quark mass finite, one uses the momentum-space expression for the heavy-quark propagator. One calculates the light-quark part of the correlation function in the coordinate space, which is then Fourier-transformed to the momentum space in D dimension. The resulting light-quark part is combined with the heavy-quark part before it is dimensionally regularized at D = 4. For the heavy-quark propagator with two and three gluons attached, the momentum-space expressions given in Ref. [23] are used. In order to improve on the accuracy of QCD sum rule analysis for molecular states, the m 2 s order and g 3 G 3 contributions are included in OPE side. After some tedious OPE calculations, the concrete forms of spectral densities can be derived, which are collected in the Appendix. The spectral densities for (Qs) ( * ) (Qs) ( * ) (Q = c or b) states have been gained in our previous work [22] , which will not be included here.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this part, the sum rules (6) and (13) 
APPENDIX
The spectral densities are distinguished for two sorts of doubly heavy molecular states, namely, containing the same or differently heavy quarks. First, with
for (Qs) * (Qs) * 0 , and
for (Qs) * (Qs) 1 . The integration limits are given by 
